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This invention relates to a bubble blowing gun. 
The principal object of this invention is the 

provision of a toy gun which may be used to blow 
a plurality of bubbles, from a single loading there 
of of bubble blowing solution, and a succession of 
trigger actions. 
More speci?cally, the toy gun herein claimed 

may be ?lled with a su?icient quantity of bubble 
blowing liquid solution to provide for the blow 
ing of many thousands of soap bubbles without 
re?lling. It is necessary, however, to cock the 
gun from time to time and each time the gun is 
cocked the trigger may be actuated to blow a plu 
rality of bubbles, and then again actuated several 
more times to repeat the process, before it is nec 
essary to cook the gun again. The bubble blow 
ing gun herein claimed may be designated as a 
repeater, therefore, in two respects: In the ?rst 
place, a single ?lling provides it with su?icient 
bubble blowing solution to enable it to blow many 
hundreds of bubbles and in the second place, a 
single cooking of the gun enables it to blow a plu 
rality of bubbles each of a number of times that 
the trigger is reciprocated. . 
Another object of this invention is the provi 

sion of a self-cocking bubble blowing gun which 
automatically cocks itself in preparation for a 
series of bubble blowing operations when the 
trigger is retracted part-way. The gun is pro 
vided with the following elements: a reservoir 
containing a bubble blowing solution, a ?lm 
holding wand or loop, an air compressor and 
blower, and a trigger mechanism. The trigger 
mechanism is connected both to the wand and to 
the air compressor and blower. The normal or 
inactive position of the loop is in the solution. 
When the trigger mechanism is initially actuated, 
that is when the trigger is retracted to the ex-' 
tent of approximately half a stroke, it swings the 
loop out of the liquid and into operative position 
relative to the air compressor and blower. The 
loop now holds a ?lm of the liquid and it is ready 
for the bubble blowing operation. Further re 
traction of the trigger actuates the air com 
pressor and blower and directs a current of air 
against the ?lm in the loop, thereby causing the 
formation of a plurality of bubbles. The gun is 
clearly self-cocking in the sense that all that 
need be done to operate it is to pull the trigger. 
Another object of this invention is the provi 

sion of a bubble blowing gun of the. character 
described which has a reservoir for a substantial 
quantity of bubble blowing liquid and a cover for 
said reservoir which automatically closes the res 
ervoir when the gun is not in use. This is an 
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important feature since it tends to prevent spill 
ing of the liquid out of the reservoir. 
A preferred form of this invention is illustrated 

in the accompanying drawing, in which: 
Fig. 1 is a side view of a soap bubble blowing 

gun made in accordance with this invention, the 
reservoir being shown closed and the trigger 
being shown in its forwardmost or inoperative 
position. 

Fig. 2 is a front View thereof. 
Fig. 3 is a view similar to that of Fig. 1,,but 

showing the trigger in retracted or operative 
position, the reservoir being open and the bubble 
blowing wand being shown in elevated, operative 
position. , 

Fig. 4 is a View similar to that of Fig, 2, but 
showing the reservoir open and the bubble blow 
ing wand in elevated, operative position. 

Fig. 5 is a view similar to that of Fig. 3, but 
showing the gun in vertical, longitudinal section 
to expose all of its working parts. 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary section showing how 
the trigger mechanism acts upon the bubble blow 
ing wand. , 

Fig. 7 is a sectional view on the line 'I--"! of 
Fig. 6. 
The bubble blowing gun Ill shown in the draw 

ing includes a barrel l2, a handle it attached to 
said barrel and a trigger it which is pivotally 
mounted on said handle by means of a pin or 
rivet It. It will be noted in the drawingthat 
barrel I2 is tubular and handle I4 is hollow. An 

’ opening Ina is provided in the wall of the barrel 
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so as to provide communication between the in 
side of the barrel and the inside of the handle. 
It will be noted in Fig. 5 that the upper end [612 
of the trigger projects into the barrel in order 
to actuate the air compressing and blowing mech 
anism which will hereinafter be described. ' 
,At the muzzle end of the barrel is a pair of 

brackets 20, and a tank or container 22 is sup 
ported by said brackets a spaced distance below 
and in front of the muzzle. Tank or container 
22 is adapted to serve as a reservoir for bubble 
blowing liquid 24 shown in Fig. 4. The top of 
the tank or container is open, and it is provided 
with a hinged cover 26- whieh is normally urged 
into closed position relative to the open top of 
the tank or container by means of a spring 28. 
The cover is hinged at 26a at one side of the 

I barrel so that it moves past the muzzle end of the 

55 

gun in its swinging movement downwardly into 
closed position relative to the tank or container 
and upwardly into elevated position, out of line 
with thelongitudinal axis of the barrel. A rubber 
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gasket 26b is provided on cover 26 to prevent 
leakage of the bubble liquid 24 between said cover 
and the top of the tank or reservoir when the 
cover is in closed position relative thereto. 
At the muzzle end of the barrel i2 is a nozzle 38 

having a pair of longitudinally extending air pas— 
sages 30a and 30?), respectively. These air pas 
sages are parallel to each other and to the longi 
tudinal axis: of the barrel, and they are disposed 
on opposite sides of; said longitudinal axis. .At 
the opposite end of the barrel is a breech block 
32 having a centrally disposed hole 32a formed 
therein in alignment with the longitudinal axis 
of the barrel. 
mounted in the barrel as is a second. piston or 
plunger 36. The two pistons or plungers‘are' con 

A piston or plunger 3ill/is,slid'ablsl-v _ " 

4 
tank to push it upwardly into open position when 
the loop is itself swung upwardly into operative 
position. This projection also serves another 
important function: It will be understood that 
when the loop swings upwardly from the bubble 
blowing liquid in the tank, it carries a ?lm of said 
liquid up with it. Surface tension would ordi 
narily tend to anchor said ?lm both to the wand 
and to. cover 2.6 which said loop engages. It is, 
of course, ‘necessary toublow the ?lm off .the loop 
in order to form bubbles.‘ Projection 44a tends 

. to. weaken the attraction or adhesion of the ?lm 

nected to each other by means of‘ arodj 38w-whicljr 1' 
extends longitudinally of the barrel along its 
longitudinal axis. A leather or ?ber washer 4-0 
is_ secured to that side of piston 34 which faces 
nozzle 30:.‘ A compression spring 42 is mounted in 
the barrel, its forward end- bearing againstnozzle 
3i! and its backend bearing against-washei'-4U. 
The action of the spring is to'tend to. thrust the 
entire piston assembly backwardly, and refer 
ence is here made to the two. pistons 34.and.36; 
rod 38 and washerMl: When said-‘piston assem-. 
bly is thrust backwardly, the backend of. rod 38v 
enters and projects through hole 32a in breech 
block 32. It will be-understood- that the two pis 
tons serve to support ‘each- other.‘ by means of 
rodv 38., in proper position in barrel i2~ifor~y sliding 
movement therein. Opening 10a- in- barrel [2 
would tend to defeat-this. purpose since it would 
deprive piston 35 of adequate support. It is at 
this point thatrod 38'fenters hole 32av and be 
comes self-supporting. in axial alignment with 
the barrel. 

It has been statedthatithe upper end. 15a of 
the trigger projects upwardly into the. barrel 
through opening “3a.. It will be seen fromvthe 
drawings that said upper end Ilia is bifurcated, 
and. that it straddlesrodw', oneof- the furcations 
lBa being clearly visible in Fig. 5. It will also 
be seen in. said- Fig. 5 that said bifurcated end-Ilia 
of the trigger engages the back side of piston 
36. ‘ Hence,'when the trigger'is pulled-backward 
ly by. the child using-‘the gun, its upper bifurcated" 
end‘ moves forwardly; and. pushes1 the entire pie 
toni assembly- forwardly ‘against'the action of; 
spring- 42. This has the'e?ect- of compressing the 
air in the barrel, that is, in-that portion of'the 
barrel which lies between- washer 40 ande'inozz-le 
30,» and it has the further effect of-blowing said" 
air'forwardly through passages 34m and- 30b, ~rej- 
spectively. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3-. When 
the trigger is released, in whole or in part; its 
upper end moves backwardly iniresponse- to-‘the 
action of the spring the entirepiston assem 
bly also movesbackwardly at the'same‘ time; The 
effect is to place the trigger‘in position forlfurther 
use and to draw air‘ into the barrel‘through said! 
passages 30a and30b. 
A bubble blowing» wireloop 44 is provided, hav 

ing a shank 46 which is bent at right angles to 
. the plane of the loop. The shank is journaled' 

into-a boss 48- in theback wal1<22iz or the tank or 
container 22. It ‘is by- reasonv of lthisrarrange 
ment,‘ and with shank 45 serving as a pi-ntl'e or’ 
fulcrum, that theiloopi is'enabledv to swing up 
wardly into- operative position and downwardly 
into inoperative position; It will be 'notedthat 
loop 44. is ringeshaped'with a small projectionidll'ai 
extending radiallyv'outwardly therefrom.‘~ It" is 
this projection, which; engages. the‘ cover: of the 
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to said cover and, therefore, renders it possible to 
blow‘bubbles by blowing air against the ?lm. 
. A coupling 50 secures shank 46 to a ?at ‘bar 52. 
'More‘pre'cisely, said coupling is pinned to the ad 
jacent-ends of said shank and said bar. At the 
opposite end of bar 52 is a twisted portion 52a. 
Although the drawing shows a plurality of twists 
or turns, only a single twist of approximately 180 
degrees isirequired" for the purposes ofiithis in 
vention. ~ 

I A. tube Ell-is pivotally secured at its back end tov 
trigger I46 by means of pin 56, located intermedie 
ate the pin wand the bifurcated end portioni?a. 
The forward end of tube 513 receives bar52; as 
Figs. Sand .6 clearly-show... A cap 58‘ having a 
rectangular slot til‘. formed. therein is, affixed to 
the forward end- of said tube 54. Bar 52 projects 
through slot Bil. as Fig.7 clearly-shows andsince 
the bar 'is- rectangular in cross-section tocorree 
spend to the shape of the slotyrelative angular 
movement: between. the-bar and. capv 5B. is pre» 
vented; but thecapis ifreetoimove longitudinally 
ofnthebar. aSincecap Ellis fixed. to tube 54, what 
is‘ said of therrelationship. between the cap and? 
the» bar is equally. true of the relationship. be~ 
tween'thetube and the bar. 
When. the trigger is. pulled: backwardlyl, its. 

upper portion movesiorwardly; and with it'tube‘ 
54 which is. connected :thereto. The starting posi 
tion of the tube is‘ shown by‘ means of dot-ands 
dash linesinsFi‘g. 6, and it'will there be seen that 
the cap is positioned onv one sideof‘the twist in 
the: bar~._ As the-tube moves'forwardly. its cap 
traverses-'theitwisted-portion of‘ the bar and since 
the :tub‘eicannot'rotate by‘ reason of its being 
pinned to thetrigger, it causes ‘the bar to turn 
aitullnil??r-idegrees. :. This‘ turningw movement ofi 
the bar- on: itst‘own' longitudinal axis takes place 
as: the tube‘ moves ‘the distance between lines 621 
and. St. .ina'Fig; . 6. The curved arrow \A indicates 
thi'siiiturning movements" of the bar. £1 Further‘ 
forwardtmovementoi- the. tube‘ from line 66; to-thei 
line‘ liliihasino effect upon/the angular position 
o?itheLban; and this 1is indicated byv means 0f the 
straight :arrow; B’; . Arrow‘ B1 is provided with‘ a 
head at both-ends to lindicatetravelin bothudi 
rectiona: 
When the initial‘f-orward movement of tube 55> 

causes/bar 52 toturn; the‘ effect is to cause the 
wand'or loopMfito turnrwith said barand to‘swing: 
upwardiyz-from- the tank into elevatedvposition as 
shown in; Fig. 5; The loop. is now positioned; in 
front :of» thenozzle and. since it‘has-"been- brought 
up. fromathe liquid in the tank~,'itiis now-covered 
with ‘asi?lm of. said. liquid; Further-i forward 
movement of: tube EGE and backward-movement 
between the limits. indicated by lines 64 and 6% 
producesmme?eot whatsoever upon: the positional 
aspect ofebar'52s; and hence. of loop M. Stated’ 
differentlmturther. retraction or the trigger‘ does 
not change thezp'osition. ofathe loopanol; said: loop 
remains inoperative position in ?ronta or. the 
nozzle; ‘Further retraction of: the; triggeridoes 
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have the effect, however, of blowing air through‘ '—’tively connected to said piston, whereby working. 
the nozzle and against the liquid film on the 
wand, thereby causing the formation of bubbles 
68. The liquid ?lm is identi?ed in Fig. 3 by 
means of the reference character ill, and it is 
there shown somewhat deformed under the pres 
sure of the air and in process of being trans 
formed, in part, into a bubble. The trigger may 
be worked in both directions within the range 
indicated by lines 64 and 66, so as to provide a 
series of air currents directed against the liquid 
?lm. When the ?lm is completely blown away, 
the trigger may be released, and it will move for 
wardly under the influence of spring 42. This 
will have the effect of retracting tube 54 to its 
initial position. Its cap 58 must, therefore, 
traverse the twist in bar 52, and it will thereby 
cause said bar to turn in the opposite direction 
from the direction in which it was caused to turn 
on the forward movement of tube 55,. ‘ Conse 
quently, the loop is caused to swing back into the 
liquid in the tank where it acquires a renewed 
?lm. The movement of the loop in this direc 
tion is furthered by the action of spring 28 on 
cover 26 of the tank since said cover bears against 
the loop under the in?uence of said spring 28. 
An important feature of this invention is the 

shape of tank or container 22. It will be noted 
in Figs. 2 and 4 that the bottom wall of the tank 
is arcuate in shape, and it will be understood 
that said arcuate wall is substantially equidistant 
at all points from the horizontal shank 46 of loop 
44. The radial distance from said shank to said 
arcuate wall exceeds, however, the radial distance 
from said shank to the top of the loop. Hence it 
is possible to swing the loop a full 180 degrees 
from its elevated position in Fig. 4 to a vertically 
opposite position adjacent the bottom of the tank. 
Hence the wand will be enabled to take on a film 
of the bubble-making liquid even though a sub 
stantial quantity of the liquid has been consumed 
and only a small quantity thereof remains at 
the bottom of the tank. It will be noted in Figs. 
2 and 4 that a pair of legs 12 and ‘Ill, respectively, 
are attached to the bottom wall of the tank. The 
lower ends of these legs are beveled off, as shown 
in Figs. 1, 3 and 5, and it will be understood that 
these legs may be employed as a stand tosupport 
the gun on a horizontal surface, such as a table. 
In such case, the gun would stand in tripod 
fashion, the two legs and the trigger constituting 
the three points of support. It will be under 
stood that the gun will tilt forwardly and down 
wardly when it stands in this manner but it will 
further be understood that the shape of the tank 
together with the cover which closes it will pre 
vent the liquid from spilling out of the tank 
when the gun is in tilted position. 
The foregoing is illustrative of a preferred 

form of this invention. It will be understood, 
however, that the speci?c construction shown in 
the drawing may be modi?ed in many ways and 
other constructional forms of the invention may 
be provided, within the broad spirit of the inven 
tion and the broad scope of the claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is: 

l. A bubble blowing gun of the character de 
scribed, comprising a barrel, a nozzle at the 
muzzle end of the barrel, a handle at the breech 
end of the barrel, a piston assembly in the barrel 
intermediate the nozzle and the handle, a lever 
pivotally mounted intermediate its ends on said 
handle, the upper end of said lever being opera 
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the lever relative to the handle actuates the piston‘ 
and causes it to blow air out of the barrel through 
the nozzle, a tank containing bubble-making 
liquid secured to the muzzle end of the barrel, a 
spaced distance below and in front of the nozzle, a 
liquid-tight closure pivoted on said tank and 
spring-urged to closed position, a pivotally 
mounted loop in said tank, and a link connecting 
said lever to said loop, whereby working the lever 
relative to the handle causes the loop to pivot out 
of the tank and into line with the nozzle, and 
means to raise the closure in advance of the loop. 

2. A bubble blowing gun in accordance with 
claim 1, wherein the loop comprises a ring mount? 
ed on a shank, said ring having a small projec 
tion formed thereon and extending radially out 
wardly therefrom, said projection serving to con 
tact and lift the closure in advance of the ring. 

3. A bubble blowing gun of the character de 
scribed, comprising a barrel, a nozzle at the muz 
zle end of the barrel, a handle at the breech end 
of the barrel, a spring-urged piston assembly in 
the barrel, a lever pivotally mounted intermediate 
its ends on the handle, the upper end of the lever 
engagingsaid piston assembly to move the piston, 
whereby retraction of the lower end‘of the lever 
causes the upper end to pivot forwardly and to 
thrust the piston forwardly against the action of 
the spring, thereby causing a current of air to be 
blown out of the barrel through the nozzle, a tank 
containing bubble~making liquid secured to the 
muzzle end of the barrel a spaced distance below 
and in front of the nozzle, a wand which is piv~ 
otally mounted on said tank for pivotal move 
ment in one direction into inoperative position in 
said tank and in the opposite direction into opera 
tive position in front of the nozzle, and a recipro 
cating link operatively connecting said lever to 
said wand, one end of said link being pivotally se 
cured to said lever at a point intermediate the 
lever’s fulcrum and its upper end, the connection 
between the other end of said link and the wand 
including means to convert the linear movement 
of the link when the lever is worked, to rotary 
movement of the wand, whereby retraction of the 
lower end of the lever causes the wand to pivot 
out of the tank into operative position in front 
of the nozzle and whereby forward movement of 
the lower end of the lever causes the wand to 
pivot from its operative position in front of the 
nozzle back to its inoperative position in the tank, 
said wand comprising a ring mounted on a shank 
which is disposed in parallel relation to the longi 
tudinal axis of the barrel and which constitutes 
the pivot on which the wand swings between its 
inoperative and operative positions, the link be 
tween said wand and the lever comprising a ?at 
bar which is connected at its forward end to said 
shank and which is twisted at its back end about » 
its ownlongltudinal axis approximately 180°, and ' 
a tube whose forward end accommodates said ?at 
bar and whose back end is connected to the lever, 
whereby the tube is fixed against angular move 
ment about its own longitudinal axis, said tube 
being provided at its forward end with a slotted 
cap which engages the ?at bar and transforms the 
linear movement of the tube when the lever is 
worked, to angular movement of the flat bar when 
the slotted cap enters into engagement with the 
twisted portion of said bar, thereby causing the 
shank to which said bar is connected and the ring 
on said shank to pivot. 

4. A bubble blowing gun of the character de 
scribed, comprising a barrel, a nozzle at the muz~ 
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zlefendx of.~::the:barrel, ~a.'handle at. thwhneeoh. end 
of the barrel,. aspringeur'gedgpiston assembly thebarrel; a. lever. pivotally mounted: interlm?di?life 

its; ends. onthe. handle-b the. upper ‘end of; the lever 
engaging said1-pistonassemhlr toxmove: the. his: 
ten; whereby‘ retraction of’: the. ‘lower end. oi the 
lever (23213595111116 upper. end to pivotltorwardly and 
to. thrust the piston forwardly againstthevaetiqn 
0f; the spring; thereby causing; aourrent of. air t0: 
be, blown out oi the barrel through<_..the nozzle“ a 
tank: containing, buhblermakine liquid. secured to 
themuzzleend of thebarrelaspaoed distanoe~_be-.. 
low. and ‘in. front. of‘. the. inozzlesawand which. is 
pivotally mounted on said tank. for pivotal move 
ment in onedireotion into_.-inoperati_ve position in, 
said tankand in the opposite directioninto,opera.-. 
tiVQ-POSitiOI-l in front of, the nozzle,‘ and. a, reciproe 
eating link .operatively connecting 'saidelever to. 
saidEv wand,‘ one» end ot said linkheing pivotally 
secured to- said. leverata point. intermediate the 
lever’s.» fulcrum and its upper endbthe- connection. 
between the other end of;said. link; and the. moundZ 
including means to convert. the linear movement, 
of the, link when-the. lever is worked, to.‘ rotary} 
movement of the wandmavhereby retraction Of- the 
lower; end of the lever. causes the. wand. totpivot 
out of the tank. into‘operative position in front of 
the nozzleand. whereby forward movement of the. 
lower, end of: the lever causes-the, wand toupivot 
from, itsoperative position in front of the nozzle 
back. to its inoperative position in theltankLsaid 
liquid containing. tank, beingv provided with» a 
hinged. cover and a, spring which =_e,ngag_es; said 
cover and;.-urges it, into closed .positionollsaid 
tank, said wand beingpivotally mounted foren 
gagementwithsaid cover when thewand is swung 
upwardly from its inoperative position. in thetank 
to its. operative. position- in. front of the; nozzle. 
whereby thewand pushes theicover to open. posi 
tion, against the actionv of the spring when the 
wand. moves from inoperative to, operative posi-> 
tion, and whereby the, wand- releasesthe cover for 
backward movement‘ into. closed position in re}. 
sponse. to the action of its. spring‘. when the wand; 
moves. from operativebaek to inoperativepposiq 
tion. . 

. A bubble. blowing, gun comprising a. barrel,’ 
a nozzle, atethe. muzzle end. of: the: barrel@,_.. a. hens 
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die atthebreeohend Qt-theberrel, apistonassemri 
bly' in. the barrel; intermediatetheinozzlegaml the 
handle, a. lever pivotally. mountedtintermediateiits’ 
ends onsaid; handle, the upper end oiisaidllever; 
being operatively connectedztn said piston where-v 
by: working-the leverv relative to,- the. handle ace 
tuates: the, piston and‘. causes ‘it. to blow: air; out of: 
the-barrel; through the nozzle,. a: tank: Qontaming; 
bubble-making; liquidcsecured to, the. mnzzleendi 
of the-barrel aspacedidistance below andiniront: 
of. the nozzle, a" pivotaliy. mounted wand‘; imsaid. 
tank- and: means conneoting;..said:: lever to said-z. 
wand; and actuated: bywearwardmorement; or the} 
lower arm of.‘ the lever: sequentially“ to. raise. the 
wand: and then to; causethepistonto. blowzair out 
ofthebarrel byireciprocating; strokes‘ of: the leven. 
said. means comprising a; flat, bar which isacone 
nested at its. forward end tov said: wand aniwhieb 
is twisted at. its, back endabout its own. longi: 
tudinal axis approximately; 1:809; and. anelement 
having its. rear end- connected to; the: upper‘ arm; 
of: the-lever. whereby it. is. ?xed-against. angular: 
movement about. itseown longitudinal axis, said; 
element :having on. its'forwardi, end a. slotte.clunein.“x 

23 her which. embraces». the flat. barand' transforms; 

4.5.: 

the. linear movement of1the. elementpwhenthe 
lever is; worked, to. angular. movement of. they ?at 
bar whemthe. slotted. member-v traverses: the 
twisted portion. of‘ saidi bar thereby; causing. the. 
wand. to. which said bar isoonnected, to engage: in 
pivotal‘ movement, andwhi‘ohmaintainsthewand; 
in its; raised‘,operative-position while, the. slotted: 
member. traverses the’ ?at. u-ntwisted- portion or‘ 
the bar duringreciprooationof the lev.er:in:pump.-.-\ 
ing air from: the nozzle. ‘ ‘ 
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